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Millions are on websites like yours right now. 
Who the heck are these people?
We can tell you.

Data once thought impossible.



May Sky Inc. has assembled a platform that geolocates 
the actual visitors to your website enabling us to gather 
contact and lifestyle data and then provide strategic 
Direct Mail and Email services featuring no minimums 
and lightening fast turnaround. Speed and accuracy 
is key and our platform delivers. Why is it Intelligent? 
Because direct mail remains more effective than most 
digital marketing and our platform learns as it grows. 
The more data we gather for you, the more we can 
better target individuals who are ready to act. Before 
this technology, visitors who did not fill out forms or call 
tracking numbers were considered lost opportunities. 
With our platform, these leads are no longer lost - 
they are more qualified.

These fine people might be on your website RIGHT now. 
BUT you have no idea who they are or how to reach them. 

Lucky for you we do.
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We gather data once thought impossible.



What is a geotracking?
Geotracking is our means of identifying a person’s current, physical location by 
obtaining GPS data from their smartphones or other GPS-enabled devices. We 
pinpoint the consumer’s location down to the exact latitude and longitude to 
determine their exact address and from there we can gather valuable data on 
your behalf.

How do we utilize geotracking technology?
Every visitor to your website is given a prompt to enable location services. This prompt 
is on thousands of websites and is a common element to most website’s homepage. 
Studies show that 75% of all web users will enable location when prompted. Once 
enabled, we can locate their positioning and identify their address. We first eliminate 
all bot traffic and then determine whether the consumer is from a residential or 
commercial location. We are also able to track other vital data filters such as HHI, 
email, home ownership, age, model credit score, and more. This data is gathered in 
real time from the actual visitors to your website. 
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Do you always find an Exact data match to the targeted visitor?
There are times that our platform can locate the target only by selecting a grouping of people around our 
target to ensure they have be identified. We call this a Proximity Match. If our data platform cannot identify a 
target on multiple data platforms then we will not consider them an Exact Match. Our platform separates Exact 
Matches and Proximity Matches. 

Benefits of Proximity Matches.
Often times, companies want to market to both Exact and Proximity Matches because the proximity matches 
are usually neighbors with similar demographics and psychographics thus similar buying habits making them 
solid prospects. Some choose to only market to Exact Matches - or Exact and a narrow selection of Proximity 
matches for example only from a specific Age demographic or Gender. It is entirely up to the goals of your 
campaign.
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Compare to Google Analytics.
Google Analytics can track certain trends and provide 
important stats such as “page views,” “visits” and the number 
of  “unique visitors.” While important, GA does not collect micro 
human focused data - the type of data you want if you are 
looking to develop a marketing strategy to a niche buying 
audience. It also cannot collect hard contact infomation 
such as physical address and email from anonymous website 
users. Our platform takes website visitors to a granular 
level, delivering to you individual demographic information 
on your web visitors - it will create increased lead flow, lower 
cost to convert, and improve the way you communicate in 
both digital and traditional marketing arenas.
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ANONYMOUS WEB VISITORS UNIQUE VISITOR DATA

DIRECT MAIL NEW CLIENTS

Direct Mail returns are much higher than the average return on digital. Direct Mail also is more effective than  
retargeting. Consumers are assaulted by so many banner ads and digital advertising that “Banner Blindness” is 
a real thing and of course you have to battle through ad blockers. Intelligent DM™ is new, combines advanced 
data gathering tech with proven traditional marketing, and is effective - especially when the recipient has already 
demonstrated an active interest in you. 

Your goal: Convert intent to action.
Marketers are focused on converting web visitor 
intent to action. Much of the time however, funds 
spent on marketing are inefficient because they 
fail to convert anonymous shoppers from con-
sideration to purchase. 

Our platform converts. 
Think about the power of being able to  com-
municate with those demonstrating active intent 
while they are still active? To communicate best 
we utilize direct mail. Yes, good old-fashioned di-
rect mail done in an ultra modern way with high 
quality stock, endless design options, and light-
ening quick digital printing.

Why Direct Mail? 
Because it’s intelligent.

EMAIL
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However, why stop at direct mail? 
We can gather email addresses allowing us to develop a tar-
geted eblast campaign. Lastly, you can also utilize our data for 
other marketing initiatives your team is developing. With unique 
data from active users, the marketing opportunities are vast and 
the cost to convert lower than ever before. 



Become a Top-of-Mind brand.
We both know that your potential customers most often 
research before they buy. The more ways you can 
reach out to your potential customers with transparent 
information and strong offers, the better chance you have 
of becoming Top-of-Mind when it counts the most - we will 
help you do just that. 

Let’s say a prospect is researching you and three other 
websites for a potental purchase. No decisions made 
yet, no way for you to contact them because you don’t 
know who they are or where they live or have their email 
address. A competitor is utilizing our services and a few 
days after the prospect has visited your site and their site, 
they send out a direct mail piece with a strong offer and 
then follows it up with an email offer. Your competitor will 
be Top-of-Mind and statistically get higher consideration. 
They’ll make the sale and gain a new client - and the cost 
for that new business is minimal.   

Even if you choose not to strategize a direct mail or email  
campaign with us, collecting the hot leads from your 
website visitors and combining them with your existing 
mailing list is an intelligent way to market. 

FOR EXAMPLE
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Contact us today!
May Sky Inc.
Darren Press
917-974-6739
dpress@mayskyinc.com

Thank you!

Our data cuts deeply into a category that was once 
considered impossible to capture. There is no need 
to simply hope unidentified web users come back or 
guess that you will reach them from a purchased list 
or other marketing platform. Intelligent DM™ gives 
you the tools to increase qualified lead flow, boost 
sales and become a top-of-mind brand.
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